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Presentation Notes
I would think telecom and power are two big areas.  Each probe mission seems to use a different comm frequency, so universal transmitters (low power!) and receivers would be good, if we want to make probes that work at different planets.  I like the idea of making this cross planetary bodies, because we don’t want to unintentionally sabotage our own SPRITE low risk rating by saying a probe isn’t ready for Saturn! For deeper probes, it is still comm, at some level, assuming you can keep line of sight long enough for the instruments and descent speed. The only other things would be how to handle the entry science investigation desires and comm during entry.  That has been a problem for all missions, as well. 



Science Justification for Outer Planet Probes
Comparative planetology of well-mixed atmospheres of the outer planets is key to the 
origin and evolution of the Solar System, and, by extension, extrasolar systems.
Atreya, S. K. et al., “Multiprobe exploration of the giant planets – Shallow probes”, Proceedings of the 3rd International 
Planetary Probes Workshop, Anavyssos, Greece, 2005. 

Outer planet measurements that cannot be achieved by remote sensing require 
entry/descent probes, including

• Multiple Shallow Probes: Spatially variable atmospheric structure, including 
clouds, thermal profile, and dynamics.

• Medium-depth probe: noble gases, key isotopes, disequilibrium species, and 
volatiles; atmospheric structure incl clouds, thermal profile, and dynamics

• Deep Probes: Reach further below the (not well-known) cloud condensation 
layers; Well-mixed composition including noble gases, key isotopes, disequilibrium 
species, and volatiles

All must be measured at vertical resolutions of fractional scale heights
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Presentation Notes
Note to Kunio – I don’t want to change Sushil’s wording, and again, the intent is to emphasize the point that probes provide more than just incremental science. I want to be clear that probes provide essential science not obtainable any other ways. Nuances in the wording are important, but I think deviate from the primary point of this slide.The primary motivation for in situ probe missions to the outer planets derives from the need toconstrain models of solar system formation and the origin and evolution of atmospheres, toprovide a basis for comparative studies of the gas and ice giants, and to provide a valuable link toextrasolar planetary systems. The gas and ice giants offer a laboratory for studying theatmospheric chemistries, dynamics, and interiors of all the planets, including Earth, for it iswithin the deep, well-mixed atmospheres and interiors of the giant planets that pristine materialfrom the epoch of solar system formation can be found, providing clues to the local chemical andphysical conditions existing at the time and location at which each planet formed. Althoughplanetary entry probes sample only a small portion of a giant planet’s atmosphere, probesprovide data on critical properties of atmospheres that cannot be obtained by remote sensing,such as measurements of constituents that are spectrally inactive, constituents found primarilybelow the visible clouds, and chemical, physical, and dynamical properties at much highervertical resolutions than can be obtained remotely.



Enabling Technologies, Enhancing Technologies 
and Engineering Development

Engineering Development Behaviors of all system components, materials, etc. are 
known; Key is how to put components together to achieve required performance. 

Technology Development Behavior of at least 1 system element is unknown (i.e., 
uncertainties > design can tolerate) thereby requiring development before 
component can be used in an engineering design.

Enhancing Technology If an older technology exists to achieve an objective, but a 
newer technology could do a better job, then that other technology would be 
considered "enhancing". 

Enabling Technology For a given objective, technology is absolutely required to 
attain that objective. Rarely is enabling technology *only* technology that could 
attain objective. 

T.R. Spilker, Personal Communication (2018)
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Presentation Notes
With engineering developments, all the behaviors of all the components, materials, etc. are known, you just have to figure out how to put them together to get the performance you want (from whatever it is you're designing). With technology developments the behavior of at least one aspect (component, material, etc.) is unknown to some extent (uncertainties are larger than a design could tolerate) and must be investigated before it can be used in an engineering design. This is why I say that the staged probe needs no technology developments. We know how to build the telecom systems it needs. We know how to build the parachutes, the pyrotechnic devices (parachute deployers, deep probe release mechanisms, etc.), the power systems -- none of that needs laboratory research to figure out how a design would behave. We just need engineering design work to make all those well-characterized components operate together as intended. Outer planet probes in general need advanced TPS materials, but that isn't unique to staged probes. From the technology development side there is another bifurcation: enhancing technologies, and enabling technologies. An For instance, Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) was enabling for the Dawn mission objective of orbiting two different large asteroids. You simply couldn't do that with chemical propulsion. That said, The Dawn objective could have been achieved with Nuclear Electric Propulsion or Nuclear Thermal Propulsion, maybe even advanced solar sails. Any of those would be considered enabling for Dawn. But the SEP technology was the most mature means at the time for doing that task, and consequently it was the least expensive option. So a technology doesn't have to be *uniquely* capable to be enabling, it just has to be capable, where previous technologies were not. That leaves the last branch: enhancing technologies. "Enhancing" doesn't refer to the difficulty of the development, i.e. whether it is an engineering or technology development or a blend, but rather to the feasibility of achieving the objective. If there are technologies that could achieve the objective, at least to some degree, but another technology that could do a better job of it, then that other technology would be considered "enhancing". Example: you *could* map Venus's surface with an orbiting radar altimeter. It would take a *lot* of orbits (a long time), and the spatial resolution would be limited by how long the mission could be expected to last (and the roughness of the surface). You could also do it (and we *did* it!) with SAR, with a shorter mission duration and with higher resolution. SAR would be an enhancing technology: we could have done it with radar altimetry, but SAR did it better.



Coast / Entry Thermal and Telecommunications

During Coast Period from Carrier release to entry
- Probe will be subject to an extreme thermal environment and need to be kept warm 

for survival to the entry interface point;
- Probe to Carrier telecomm is required for health status and entry configuration 

confirmation.

Enhancing Technologies Coast telecommunication architecture and systems including 
coast/entry telecom antennas, RF transparent backshells, and improved high energy 
density batteries 

Notes: 
1. High energy density batteries needed to provide energy to operate avionics and instrument 

during coast without mass/volume penalty. 
2. If RHUs not available, high energy density batteries are enabling technology required to   

maintain probe at survival temperatures during coast.
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Presentation Notes
Enhancing Technologies Coast telecommunication architecture and systems including coast/entry telecom antennas, RF transparent backshells, and improved high energy density batteries to store more energy required to operate avionics and instrument during coast without mass/volume penalty. If RHUs are not available, high energy density batteries are enabling technology required maintain probe at survival temperatures during coast.�



Thermal Protection Systems
• HEEET (Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology) is Enabling Technology for Ice Giant 

and Saturn probe missions.

• FY18: HEEET will be TRL 5+ for missions with recession layer thickness to 0.4”.

• Due to very high heat-load Outer Planet Probe missions will require thicker TPS. 
- Saturn is thickness defining destination.
- Ice Giant environments are challenging, especially high peak pressure
- HEEET development for Outer Planet Probe missions needs to address the thickness issue by 

expanding the current capability and demonstrating it.
- HEEET needs to be at TRL 6 for OP Probes prior to next NF-5 and flagship mission announcement.
- Can HEEET be matured to address Jupiter as well? TBD / Not clear yet.

• Completion of HEEET development required prior to NF-5 call to support not only Saturn Probe but 
also future Uranus/Neptune Flagship missions that include probes.

• Proposed OPAG finding: NASA should complete HEEET development for outer planet probe missions.

• See Ellerby, et al. “Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology (HEEET) Development and 
Maturation Status”
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Raj email:TRL Gap of HEEET for Outer Planet Probes.  My suggestion for you is to point to the poster and my presentation and identify the current TPS Technology readiness  gap for OP and make the recommendation that “HEEET development for OP needs to be completed prior to the next NF-5 call to support not only Saturn Probe but also next decade Uranus/Neptune Flag-ship missions.”   Finally, we are looking at Jupiter and will determine if we can mature the HEEET to address Jupiter as well.  Not clear yet.  We are keeping an eye on the Common Probe study as well and I suspect that barring Jupiter, Saturn will be the thickness defining destination. So, I expect we need to close the thickness issue regardless of the common or destination specific HEEET capability for OP.   Given the complex picture, and since I am presenting at the same day and focusing on TPS for Outer Planets, may I suggest that you have one chart on TPS for OP and point to my presentation and simply states the following HEEET is an enabler for Ice-Giant (findings from Ice-Giant report) and Saturn probe mission.  Outer Planet Probe Missions will require thicker than the capability currently being established by the HEEET team due to very higher heat-load. HEEET development for Outer Planet Probe missions needs to address the thickness issue by expanding the current capability and demonstrating it.HEEET needs to be at TRL 6 for OP Probes prior to next NF-5 and Flag Ship mission announcement.   OPAG need to ensure NASA completes the development of HEEET for OP Probe missions. Ellerby Poster:By FY18, HEEET will be at TRL 5+ for missions needing recession layer thickness up to 0.4-inSufficient for Venus and higher speed sample return missions but not for OP missionsRecent mission studies indicate that a thicker recession layer will be required for Outer Planet missions (Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune)Ice-Giant missions have challenging environments, especially high peak pressureDifficult to test at fully-relevant pressure to retire risks due to seam related featuresLessons learned provides opportunity to improve seam design  and also gain mass efficiencyCurrent seam configuration recedes faster than acreage and as a result, thickness margin for acreage and seam have to be increased ( results in mass penalty)Seams require testing of specific features and test capability limitation increases risk Plans for closing the TRL gap for Outer Planet missions will be presented to SMD Establish HEEET capability with thicker recession layer adequate for OP missions Reduce risk for Saturn and Ice-Giants Improve mass efficiency



How Deep is Deep?

A single deep probe reaching 50-100 bars at Jupiter and Saturn yields 
better profiles of condensable and disequilibrium species below the likely 
cloud layers, noble gases, noble gas isotopes, D/H, 14N/15N.

50 bars at Uranus and Neptune will provide noble gases, C, S, N, and 
14N/15N not achievable from a 10- to 20-bar probe.

Reference: S. Atreya and T. Owen, “Multiple Probes to Multiple Planets,” 3rd International Planetary Probe Workshop, Athens, 2005.
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A single deep probe reaching 50-100 bars at Jupiter and Saturn, yields all heavy elements including noble gases, noble gas isotopes , D/H, 14N/15N50 bars at Uranus and Neptune will provide noble gases, C, S, N, and 14N/15NQuestion 2): Note that the predictions for temperature at depth depends on the assumed static stability at depth. The 100-bar temperature does reach 1000 K if we assume dry adiabatic profile at depth (i.e., neutral stability), but if we assume a little bit of static stability like Brunt-Vaisala frequency of N=0.005 1/s, then the 100-bar temperature is only 300K, extrapolating below the layers measured by Voyager Radio Occultation. Voyager radio occultation profile had N = 0.004 1/s at 1-bar, still significant static stability. Most people just assume zero stability below 1-bar, which I think is unrealistic, but I also do not have the tools to say what the static stability should be -- that also depends on the abundance of condensible species. Between Mike Wong and I, we should be able to come up with a range of predictions, but, we will need funding to properly do this, I think.��Also, cp of CO2 is 844 J/kg K, while that of H2 is 1432 J/kg K, and R of CO2 is 188 J/kg K while that of H2 is 4124 J/kg K, so it works out that, even if the 100-bar temperature is 1000K, CO2 holds a lot more heat per volume (= rho * T * cp = 4.5e7 J/m^3) than H2 (3.5e6 J/m^3), which makes it easier to survive at 100 bar at Saturn. ��If we change the 100bar comparison to have T=500K at Venus and T=1000K at Saturn, the heat/volume is still the same -- the heat per volume (rho * T * cp) is actually independent of temperature because rho = p/RT (ideal gas), so, heat/volume = p/(R*cp), depends only on the pressure.��Of course, it's going to depend on diffusion constant too, but we can't just compare the temperature to say that Saturn at 100bar and 1000 K is more hostile than Venus at 100bar and 500K, I think.��If we aren't trying to survive for a long time, we might be able to get away only with good insulation, but of course phase change materials would help.�



Deep Atmosphere Survival
Predictions for deep troposphere thermal structure will change significantly based on 
assumptions of static stability: 
Neutral static stability (dry adiabatic) provides warmest possible temperatures for deep troposphere 

Positive static stability results in significantly cooler temperatures

Saturn 100-bar temperature: 300 K (positive static stability)  1000 K (dry adiabat)

Notes: 
* >>100-bar : Uranus and Neptune water solution clouds

* 100-bar ~similar to Venus surface  Design of pressure vessels and seals from Venus 
likely adaptable for expected outer planet deep atmospheres.

* Heat content of H2/He atmospheres always less (per unit volume) a CO2 Atmosphere (Venus)
 Heat/Volume for Saturn at 700K is << extreme than environment of Venus at 700K.

Engineering Development Deep atmosphere probe design for pressure and thermal survival. 
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A single deep probe reaching 50-100 bars at Jupiter and Saturn, yields all heavy elements including noble gases, noble gas isotopes , D/H, 14N/15N50 bars at Uranus and Neptune will provide noble gases, C, S, N, and 14N/15NQuestion 2): Note that the predictions for temperature at depth depends on the assumed static stability at depth. The 100-bar temperature does reach 1000 K if we assume dry adiabatic profile at depth (i.e., neutral stability), but if we assume a little bit of static stability like Brunt-Vaisala frequency of N=0.005 1/s, then the 100-bar temperature is only 300K, extrapolating below the layers measured by Voyager Radio Occultation. Voyager radio occultation profile had N = 0.004 1/s at 1-bar, still significant static stability. Most people just assume zero stability below 1-bar, which I think is unrealistic, but I also do not have the tools to say what the static stability should be -- that also depends on the abundance of condensible species. Between Mike Wong and I, we should be able to come up with a range of predictions, but, we will need funding to properly do this, I think.��Also, cp of CO2 is 844 J/kg K, while that of H2 is 1432 J/kg K, and R of CO2 is 188 J/kg K while that of H2 is 4124 J/kg K, so it works out that, even if the 100-bar temperature is 1000K, CO2 holds a lot more heat per volume (= rho * T * cp = 4.5e7 J/m^3) than H2 (3.5e6 J/m^3), which makes it easier to survive at 100 bar at Saturn. ��If we change the 100bar comparison to have T=500K at Venus and T=1000K at Saturn, the heat/volume is still the same -- the heat per volume (rho * T * cp) is actually independent of temperature because rho = p/RT (ideal gas), so, heat/volume = p/(R*cp), depends only on the pressure.��Of course, it's going to depend on diffusion constant too, but we can't just compare the temperature to say that Saturn at 100bar and 1000 K is more hostile than Venus at 100bar and 500K, I think.��If we aren't trying to survive for a long time, we might be able to get away only with good insulation, but of course phase change materials would help.�



• Outer planet atmospheres primarily H2/He but with significant radio-
absorbing species: NH3, H2O

• At UHF frequencies, shallow probes (10-20 bars) remain within 
relatively “clear” atmosphere  low opacity

• Communication through deep absorbing atmospheric overhead 
greatly reduced data throughput.

• Architecture: Shallow probe descending slowly releases deep probe 
for rapid descent.

• Telecommunications: Potential to overcome deep RF opacity  that 
would otherwise yield significantly reduced data rates.

• Enhancing Technologies & Engineering Development Staged probe 
UHF relay telecomm systems including antenna design, small probe 
one-way relay (transmit) capabilities.

T.R. Spilker “Planetary Entry Probes  In the Foreseeable Future: Destinations, Opportunities, and 
Techniques,”, International Workshop on Planetary Probe Atmospheric Entry and Descent 
Trajectory Analysis and Science, Lisbon, 2003.

600 BPS

300 BPS

150 BPS

Deep Atmosphere Telecommunications
Staged Probe Data Relay Strategies
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Science RequirementTo measure deep volatile abundance, we need to reach below the deepest cloud layer. Vertical atmospheric structure also requires reaching at least some clouds, preferably the deepest clouds. Useful for atmospheres with radio-absorbing species (ex. NH3, H2O)Shallow penetrator descends more slowly, stays in “clear” atmosphereDeep penetrator descends more rapidly, enters more opaque atmosphereOpacity plus distance to data relay craft greatly reduces data rateDeep penetrator sends data via nearby (100-200 km) shallow penetratorDisadvantage:  Doppler Wind Experiments are more complex



Small Probes
• Shallow: 5-10 bars
• Science Goal: In situ measurements for improved temporal 

and spatial coverage of atmospheric structure and 
properties

• Lifetime: tens of minutes to ~1 hour
• Possible Mission Architectures:

- Secondary probe to primary deep composition probe
- Element of probe constellation to study spatially 

varying properties – thermal structure, clouds, 
dynamics. 

• Telecom Notes:
• Jupiter (e.g., Galileo): L-band
• Saturn: UHF
• Uranus/Neptune: S-band to 10-12 bars; Deeper requires UHF

Engineering Development Small probe telecommunication systems, antennas, avionics;  small probe power & 
power management

Enhancing Technology High energy density batteries when RHUs available (will allow longer descent mission 
and/or more instrumentation)

Enabling Technologies HEEET; Small, high energy density batteries for coast thermal control (if RHUs not 
available)
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From Beauchamp whitepaper, 2009 “Technologies for Outer Planet Missions: A Companion to the Outer Planet Assessment Group (OPAG) Strategic Exploration White Paper”: Recommendation 6 (Entry Systems and Planetary Probes): OPAG recommends investmentsbe made in key technologies for entry systems and planetary probes; extreme environmentsystems, miniaturized, low power integrated sensors, transmitters, avionics, thermalmaterials, power management systems, entry, descent and landing technologies, and onboardprocessing.



PSDS3 Small Next Generation Atmospheric Probe (SNAP)

• Atmospheric entry probe to measure vertical cloud structure, stratification, and 
winds to help understand the chemical and physical processes that shape the 
atmosphere of Uranus.

• Mass: 30 kg
• Diameter: 50 cm, 45° sphere cone
• Power: Primary Batteries
• Heatshield: HEEET
• 5-10 bar pressure altitude

• SNAP design concept enables 
future small multiprobe missions, 
or as a secondary probe flying with 
a primary (composition) probe.
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From Kunio Presentation:Thermal Control after probe release until atmospheric entry	Long “Coast” time = difficult to heat via electric/battery power	For 30-day coast…�Li-Ion (current, 145Wh/kg) = 21 kg�Li-Ion (future, 400Wh/kg) = 7.5 kg�Li/CFx (639Wh/kg) = 4.7kg� Radio-Isotope Heater Units make thermal control much easier�Detachable battery belt is one way to solve it (below) Technology Needs Power -- Batteries: �	(Low-temperature, High Specific Energy)Electronics:�	(Low-survival temp will reduce heater power need) Wepresentanewdesignofsmallentryprobes,calledtheSmallNext-generationAtmosphericProbe(SNAP),thatcouldsomedayexploretheatmospheresofUranusandotherplanets.Ourmissionconceptstudy,fundedbyNASA,examinesthefeasibilityofaddingasecondatmosphericprobetothefutureUranusOrbiterandProbemission,whichisthecurrentdecade’snext-highestpriorityplanetaryflagshipmissionaftertheMars2020andEuropaClippermissions.TheSNAPconceptstudy'sobjectiveistodesignaprobethatwilldeterminetheatmosphericverticalstructureofUranusincludingclouds,temperature,andwind.SNAP’skeygoalistotakethesemeasurementsfromwithintheplanet’satmosphere.AtmosphericexplorationsenabledbySNAPwillleadtoanimprovedunderstandingofthechemicalandphysicalprocessesthatshapegiantplanetatmospheres,whichinturnwillshedlightontheformationandevolutionprocessesofthegiantplanetsandthesolarsystem.Additionally,studyingtheatmospheresofotherplanetswilltestourunderstandingofbasicprocessesthataffecttheweatherandclimateundervariousconditions,whichinturnwillimproveourabilitytopredicttheweatherandclimateonEarth.



Key Technologies for Entry Systems and Planetary Probes

Investments needed in key entry systems and planetary probe  engineering 
development, enhancing and enabling technologies include: 

• Engineering Development
- Small Satellite UHF/S-band telecomm systems
- Small low gain antenna for staged probes
- Power and power management systems
- Deep probe aerodynamic design, pressure and thermal design

• Enhancing Technologies
- Small probe transmitters and avionics, Next generation ultrastable oscillators
- Thermal materials
- On-board processing
- Coast telecommunication architecture and systems including coast/entry telecom antennas, 

RF transparent backshells.
- Extreme Environment Systems

• Enabling Technologies
- HEEET
- High-energy-density batteries (if RHUs not available)
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Presentation Notes
Specific OPAG recommendations from Beauchamp white paper, 2009Entry systems and planetary probes – OPAG recommends investments be made in key technologies for entry systems and planetary probes; extreme environment systems, miniaturized, low-power integrated sensors, transmitters, avionics, thermal materials, power management systems, entry, descent and landing technologies, and onboard processing.
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